Nicky Richards (Lead Nurse)
Mobile: 07789 032933
Katy James (Nurse)
Mobile: 07767641327
Faye Ridley (Nurse)
Mobile: 07795506105
Haley Gooda (Nurse)
Mobile: 07769561872
Celia Drury (Nurse)
Mobile: 07990524072
Hollie El-Mahmoud (Nurse)
Mobile: 07725789734
Ann Bates (Dietitian)
01634 825135
Aunty Annie (Play Specialist)
07920727579

Dr Williams
Secretary: 01634 825142
Dr Ranasinghe
Secretary: 01634 828931
Michelle Jamieson (Diabetes Co-ordinator)
01634 825135

Penguin Assessment: 01634 825065
Children’s Diabetes Nurses Office: 01634 825135
Email:met-tr.coastdiabetesteam@nhs.net

# Our Announcements
The South East Coast and London Paediatric Diabetes Network Parent Group Meeting will
be held at Medway on Saturday 16th h November.
# Ho Ho Ho, The Coast & Diabetes Christmas Party is on Saturday 14th December.
Please Contact Auntie Annie for details on these and any upcoming events.
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Nicky Richards is available:

Monday 8-4pm
Tuesday 8-4pm
Wednesday 8-4pm
Thursday 8-4pm
Friday 8-4pm

Please note if
your nurse is
unavailable and
your query is

Katy James is available:

Faye Ridley is available:

Haley Gooda is available:

Monday 8-6pm
Tuesday 8-6pm
Wednesday 8-6pm
Thursday 8-5:30pm
Friday Day off

Monday 8-6pm
Tuesday 8-6pm
Wednesday Day Off
Thursday 8-1pm
Friday Day Off

Monday 8-6pm
Tuesday 8-6pm
Wednesday 8-6pm
Thursday 8- 5.30pm
Friday Day off

urgent please call
one of the other
nurses’ available
Monday- Friday or
Penguin
Assessment Unit.
All numbers can
be found at the
front of the
newsletter.
When not on duty
your nurse’s

Celia Drury is available:

Monday 8-6pm
Tuesday 8-5.30pm
Wednesday Day off
Thursday 8-6pm
Friday 8-6pm

phone will be
switched off and
therefore any
texts will not be

Hollie El-Mahmoud is available: Monday Day off
Tuesday 8-6pm
Wednesday 8-6pm
Thursday Day Off
Friday 8-6pm

received until
their next
working day. If no
response to text

Ann Bates is available:

Monday 8- 5:30pm
Tuesday 8- 5:30pm
Wednesday Day off
Thursday 8- 5:30pm
Friday 8- 12:30pm.

please call.
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Some advice from Dr Williams:
Diabetes UK and all other agencies strongly recommend that all people with diabetes should
be vaccinated against influenza (flu) regardless of the type of diabetes management. This is
because people with diabetes are more at risk of potentially serious complications of flu
infections such as pneumonia. Elevated blood glucose levels, as a response to infection, can
increase the risk of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) which can be potentially fatal if left untreated.
The flu virus changes or mutates, which is why every year a vaccine is produced based on the
strains of the virus expected to be circulating. The flu vaccine is not 'live' and cannot give a
person the flu, but because immunity can take about two weeks to become effective, some
people may develop the illness after being vaccinated if they are already incubating the virus
in their system.




Vaccination should be postponed for people with a feverish illness or infection and
avoided for those who have experienced serious allergic reaction to a flu vaccination
in the past
People who have an egg allergy may be at increased risk of reaction to flu
vaccination because some flu vaccines are made using eggs. There are low-egg and
egg-free flu vaccines which may be considered.

All children aged 2, 3 and 4 will be routinely offered the vaccine as a nasal spray, rather than
an injection, and children aged 2 -17 years with diabetes may also be offered the nasal spray,
although this may vary from place to place, unless they have severe asthma as well or are
wheezy at the time, when the injection should be used.
Possible side-effects:
After any vaccination your child may find that they experience side-effects. These happen as
the body makes antibodies to the disease and are natural. They will usually settle after a few
days. If your child’s temperature goes up, give them a painkiller (e.g. paracetamol) and plenty
of sugar-free drinks. The glucose control may be affected and they may run higher than
normal. This will usually settle as their body returns to normal.
If your child’s blood glucose levels remain consistently high or they experience anything
other than these mild side effects – you must inform your doctor or healthcare professional.
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Log onto www.diasend.com
Click on the personal tab to register with a personal account
Please tick the box to share the data so that it can be
viewed by the diabetes team at the hospital
Then enter the clinic ID which is 63-85094
Please download the diasend uploader via tools tab;
This will then be available via your desktop.
Double click on the diasend desktop icon,
Plug in your USB lead and download your insulin pump/
meter following your manufacturer’s instructions.
Once you have downloaded, please let your nurse know that
you have done so if you would like to
receive some advice on the information.
*Please note if you are downloading an accu chek insight pump you will need to
download another meter (i.e aviva/nano or expert meter) to create an ID
If unsure please contact your keyworker.

Please could you download your insulin pump/
meter the night before you are due to attend clinic
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Regular blood glucose testing is essential every TWO HOURS whilst unwell
*
If 10mmols/l or above it is essential to carry out a BLOOD KETONE TEST
*
Always refer to your Sick Day Rule guidelines to check your Blood Ketone RESULT
*
Follow your Sick Day guidelines based on your Blood Ketone Result as ADDITIONAL
Fast Acting Insulin (NovoRapid/Humalog) may be required. ALWAYS re-check blood
glucose level/ketone level TWO HOURS later
*
It is important you know your Correction Factor (ratio) to correct high blood glucose
levels in accordance with your Local Sick Day Guidelines
*
Continue ketone/blood testing every two hours whilst remaining above 10mmols/l
*
Extra insulin may also be required with meals whilst blood glucose levels running
higher due to ongoing illness
*
Always give LONG ACTING INSULIN even if appetite decreased due to illness. If on an
insulin pump you may need to temporarily increase your basal rate
NOTE: STARVATION KETONES (blood ketones when the blood glucose is less than
10mmols/l) are a normal response if not eating. Encourage carbohydrates in
fluid/solid form and cover with your usual insulin UNLESS blood glucose levels too
low, in which case treat low level as per usual HYPO regime

CONTACT YOUR KEYWORKER IF REQUIRING SUPPORT
(If no reply within 30mins or outside office hours contact)

Penguin Assessment Unit on 01634 825065

THIS IS VITAL IF VOMITING AND/OR IF KETONE LEVELS NOT COMING DOWN AFTER
THE FIRST

CORRECTION DOSE OF INSULIN
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Important
DON’T FORGET TO DOWNLOAD YOUR
PUMP/METER and LIBRE ON A REGULAR BASIS
AT HOME
THIS IS IN ORDER TO REVIEW YOUR CHILDS
BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS TO HELP YOU TO
IMPROVE THEIR DIABETES MANAGEMENT

THE TEAM ARE THERE TO SUPPORT YOU FOR
FURTHER ADVICE IF REQUIRED
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Psychology Coping with…
Accepting diabetes
Accepting diabetes is very important for individuals who are
diagnosed and their families. Acceptance is a process which
involves moving through a number of stages. Sometimes
difficulties can arise if an individual gets stuck in one of the
stages. Therefore, knowing what the stages are can shed some
light onto where difficulties may stem from and how you can
help.
So what are the stages involved in accepting diabetes?

Denial

Shock/
Denial

Denial usually involves an individual
living as though they don’t have
diabetes. For example, they may refuse
to test their blood sugar levels and opt
not to tell their friends about their
diagnosis.
Encourage them to take
responsibility for the management of
their diabetes if possible.

Individuals may feel angry as additional
restrictions have been placed on how they live
and life has been altered. They may act out
and/or ask questions like “why me?”
Questions like this mean your child is
expressing their frustration, which is healthy.
You do not need to be able to answer the
questions, just be there to listen.

Anger

Also, while it may be difficult, try not to take
anger outbursts personally. Ask what you
can do to help and look for ways to help them
feel more in control.
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Bargaining

Individuals may experience ‘If only’,
and/or ‘what if’ thoughts. If they are
spiritual they may pray ‘Please God…’.
Remind them it is not their fault.

Individuals can feel overwhelmed and
helpless. They may appear to be very
sad and want their life to be how it was
in the past. This stage indicates
progress has been made as the
individual understands the certainty of
the diagnosis, which is important.

Depression

Listen to how they are feeling.

Acceptance

Accepting diabetes does not mean the
individual is happy with the diagnosis, it
simply means they recognise that life
with diabetes is their new, permanent
norm. Instead of resisting the diagnosis,
the individual finds ways to make peace
with it. They feel able to cope with
managing their diabetes and
acknowledge it is a part of them.

Individuals can move back and forward between these stages of
acceptance; this is perfectly normal. The key is to not get stuck. If you
feel this applies to you or your child and you would like support from our
psychology team, please let your key nurse know or contact the coast
office on 01634 825135.
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Do You Need Us?

Does it take a long time to prepare yourself for
giving your injection or inserting your cannula?
If you are finding that this part of your diabetes
treatment is upsetting, traumatic, painful, and scary
please let your key worker know we are here to help.
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Did you know… Melanie Stephenson-Gray is an athlete who completes at
international level, she has represented the country on over 25 occasions in the
100m and 200m sprints and relays. Melanie has been living with type 1 diabetes for
17 years; she was diagnosed with the condition just after her 13th birthday. Here is
what Melanie has said previously about living with diabetes…

“It hasn’t been the easiest journey
with having diabetes and doing
sport, but it’s been incredibly
rewarding. Having the condition
hasn’t stopped me from achieving.”

Melanie was
initially on MDI
regime. But
she
commenced
on pump
therapy 10
years ago.

Remembering how she felt when
she was first diagnosed Melanie
says,
"It's a funny feeling, a lot of
people assume it's a shock to be
diagnosed, but with type one you
feel so ill before that you are just
happy to feel better, I think it's
years later, when you get back to
a normal routine, that you realise
it's for life."

As well as training and writing her blog,
Melanie also works as a media
ambassador for Diabetes UK and as an
international speaker/presenter for
young people with Diabetes. She also
founded the blue circle diabetes support
group. A website aimed at 18-30 year
olds living with diabetes. The website
aims to provide a 'social' support group
that helps young professionals, students
and adults with diabetes.

Melanie now
has her own
blog. You can
follow her
journey on
lifesportdiabetes
.co.uk

“I want people to know that hard-work and
determination are what can dictate sporting
success and that having diabetes doesn’t
need to be a barrier to this.”
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Worried about Brexit and the impact it
could have on your Insulin Supplies?
See below for an update on what leading diabetes charities and the Government have to say on the matter.

What has Diabetes UK been doing?
Earlier this year, following a series of letters and public statements, along with
JDRF, we had a meeting with senior officials with expertise in logistics and
supplies of medicines and consumables at the Department of Health and Social
Care and NHS England.
Recently we have been raising your concerns directly with officials in various
meetings. Most recently, we attended a meeting with senior officials within
DHSC and NHS England with responsibility for ensuring supply of medicines in
the event of a no-deal Brexit continuation of supply of medicines.
At this meeting we were further assured about being prepared for the
possibility of a no-deal Brexit, including the supply of insulin.
Following the appointment of the new Prime Minister, we’ve written to
seek his assurances on continued, uninterrupted access to insulin in the event
of a no-deal Brexit.
We’ve been clear that, alongside assurances to date, the government should
continue to make sure that information about progress of its plans is made
available to the public.
We will continue to engage with senior officials to ensure we are able to share
up-to-date information with you – see our website for any further updates as
they happen.
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What has JDRF been doing?
A Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) spokesperson told JDRF: “We
are doing everything appropriate to prepare for EU Exit. Our priority is for all
patients to continue to have access to medicines and medical products when
we leave the EU.
“We are working with all our partners and our plans should ensure the supply
of medicines and medical products remains uninterrupted.”
The government is procuring extra freight capacity to ensure swift and reliable
delivery of medicines and medical devices in the event of a no-deal Brexit.
These arrangements echo the plans put in place ahead of 29 March and will be
essential to the continuation of medicines and medical products if the UK
leaves the EU without a deal. DHSC also continues to centrally coordinate
contingency measures to mitigate risks to supply.
They say this removes the need for any stockpiling at local level which could
cause medicine shortages and put patient care at risk.
Novo Nordisk and Sanofi, two of the three main manufacturers of insulin have
confirmed they will have at least 16 weeks of stocks in the UK so they will have
time to resolve any problems that could occur at the border.
They are also working on alternative routes into the country – either by ferry
or in the air. Lilly have told us they have similar plans.
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What has the Government got to say?
The UK Government has said while leaving the EU with a deal remains its
priority, they of course have planned for every eventuality, including ‘no-deal’.
But what does this really mean and how might it affect you?
The government has said that the capacity that is available for importing goods
will be prioritised, to make sure people have access to the medicines they
need. Recent announcements from the government have outlined that they
are preparing by:










Securing freight capacity. The Department for Transport are leading a
procurement exercise that will set up a framework to access secure
additional ‘roll-on, roll-off’ freight capacity. The aim is to support supplier
contingency plans to re-route their supply chains away from the Channel
short straits. Medicines and medical products will be prioritised on any
further capacity gained through this process.
The Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) is setting up a
‘Dedicated Health Channel’. This will be an express freight service that will
be able to bring medicines and medical products into the UK within 24 to
72 hours if needed after 31st October. This is designed to support the
uninterrupted supply of medicines and medical products where there is an
urgent need or where a suppliers’ own plans are disrupted or delayed. This
service will be able to refrigerate products, and so would be able to import
insulin in the event of shortages.
Health ministers are regularly attending an EU Exit Operations committee,
which discusses operational issues in preparation for Brexit such as
continuity of supply of medicines.
The DHSC is also centrally coordinating contingency measures to mitigate
risks to supply. They say this removes the need for any stockpiling at local
level which could cause medicine shortages and put patient care at risk.
Working closely with all suppliers of medicines and devices to ensure
uninterrupted supply in the event of a no-deal Brexit.

You can find all of the EU Exit-related publications from the DHSC at GOV.UK
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BON APPETIT FOR CHRISTMAS!
Christmas is fast approaching and thoughts will soon be turning to festive food
and what to eat at this time. Having diabetes certainly doesn’t mean that you
can’t tuck into the usual Christmas fayre - you just have to be a little bit
careful not to overindulge.

Dietitian’s top tips:
Chocolate advent calendars are fine (as long as you don’t eat all of the
chocolates at once!) Most of the chocolates will have about 3 to 5g carbs
and are best eaten with breakfast or evening meal
Don’t forget that there are lots of advent calendars that have pictures
instead of chocolate – may be worth buying instead
There is no reason why you can’t enjoy a turkey dinner with all the
trimmings and if you are on insulin pump therapy or multiple injection per
day, you can easily change the timings of your meals; however, if you have
2 injections a day of a Mix insulin and your Christmas dinner is later than
your usual lunch time, you may find the following useful:


If Christmas dinner is between 12 and 2pm, count this as lunch (you
may not need an afternoon snack if you’ve had a pudding)



If you are eating between 2 and 3pm, count this as lunch and
afternoon snack combined



If your dinner is after 3pm, give tea-time insulin BEFORE the meal
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Mince pies and Christmas pudding are fine – just don’t have too much!
Spread Christmas treats over the entire Christmas break. It can be hard
not giving into temptation but you will feel better and enjoy Christmas
more if your blood glucose levels are within range
Try not to have sweets and chocolates lying around the house as this can
be too tempting. More suitable snacks might include nuts, satsumas /
tangerines, kiwis, plain popcorn
If you are tempted to nibble, why not try celery, cucumber or carrot
sticks dipped in hummus or some cherry tomatoes

Ask family and friends not to buy you special “diabetic” products like
chocolate or sweets as these can cause stomach upsets. You could have
“ordinary” sweets and chocolates – eat at the end of a meal so that they
won’t affect your blood glucose levels so much and try to limit to a few
sweets or chocolates per day
Keep all your drinks sugar free as sugary options will cause your blood
glucose levels to spike. Suitable choices include: water, flavoured water
(with no added sugar – check label), sugar free squash, diet fizzy drinks,
sparkling water with a dash of fruit juice
If you are older and can drink alcohol, make sure that you take food with
your drink and have something to eat before you go to bed as there is a
risk of going hypo
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For young people under 16 years of age or 16-18 years and in full time education
prescriptions are free.
However for young people over the age of 18 years it is essential that you have a
valid medical exemption certificate to avoid paying charges for your medication.
If you claim a free prescription without a medical exemption certificate, you may
be issued with a penalty charge notice which can be up to £100 and have to
pay the cost of the prescription.
If you don't have a medical exemption certificate and you want to claim free
prescriptions then you will need to get a form to apply for the certificate from
your doctor’s surgery.
The application form for the certificate is called FP92A. You will need to fill it in,
and then your doctor will sign it and send it off.
Once issued, a certificate lasts for five years. Once you are registered for a
certificate you should receive a reminder letter a month before it runs out.

As advised by
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A snap shot of the recommendations from Diabetes.uk
Exam time is a stressful time for everyone. For a child/young person with diabetes,
there is the added stress of keeping blood sugars as normal as possible throughout
this time. Stress may cause high or low blood sugars. With exams just around the
corner it is worth spending time being prepared.
Low blood sugar levels (also called hypos) can affect a student’s mental agility to
plan, make decisions, maintain attention and can affect the speed of their reactions.
High blood sugar levels (also called hypers) can cause difficulty concentrating, thirst
and the need to pass urine frequently. A student with any of these symptoms might
not perform as well as they should in an exam through no fault of their own.
It is important that you keep your blood sugars levels as normal as possible. Do
not feel inclined to run your blood sugars high to prevent a hypo. Both high
and low blood sugars can have a detrimental effect on your ability to
concentrate.
Revision time
Studying for long hours can mean more snacks and being less active. More snacks
and less movement can mean higher blood sugars.
Worrying about exams can mean loss of appetite. Not eating can mean lower blood
sugars.
Learn to recognise when you are stressed and give yourself a break.

Make sure you do eat frequently. You can always use that time to have a break.
Make sure that you are having healthy snacks and drinks. Checking blood sugars at
this time would be a good idea as well.
Planning ahead
Make sure the appropriate people are aware of your needs. Arrange a meeting with
the school staff, you can arrange for your diabetes nurse specialist to attend if you
feel this would help. Make a list of things that you will need to discuss during the
meeting. These should include access arrangements.
It is important to keep your blood sugar levels within normal range in the lead up to
and during exam time. Before your exam day, begin to do a few more frequent blood
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sugars. You can then use these to adjust insulin if required. Record these blood
sugars, then if you need to prove that your blood sugars had a detrimental effect to
your exam results you will have them available.
Access arrangements are simply the adjustments to exam arrangements that
should support students with type 1 diabetes whilst they sit their exams. These
are important as every student should have the opportunity to achieve their
best results. See the following check lists recommended by Diabetes.uk.
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Exam day


Keep to your normal diet, if your exam is in the morning make sure you eat
breakfast even if you feel nervous.



Do a pre and post exam blood sugar. (Again record them).



Have an extra snack if blood sugars are on low side.



Make sure you have blood glucose meter (volume off), drinks and snacks to
treating hypos when you go into exam. (ensure this has been agreed before
the day of the exam)



Try to sit near the back, so you do not disturb others.

Remind the teacher that you have diabetes and may need to stop to test your blood
sugars. If you need to test your blood sugars raise your hand and inform the exam
supervisor. They will need to stop the clock until you are ready to restart exam. If you
need to leave the room for toilet break or to treat high/low then someone will
supervise you. If you do have a hypo/hyper then inform the teacher/supervisor. You
may find it easier to take a copy of the student record card which you can get from
your nurse.

Reference: Diabetes.uk Type 1 Diabetes and exams. What you need to know for
successful

school

exams.

Website:

https://www.diabetes.org.uk/Guide-to-

diabetes/Your-child-and-diabetes/Schools/School-trip-and-exam-resources-/

Good luck and remember, ask your Diabetes key worker if you need further
support or check out article at Diabetes UK.
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Can You do our Christmas Word
Search?
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You never think it will be your child.

On October 2nd 2018 my daughter Chloe was diagnosed with Type One
Diabetes and “my world just fell apart”.
With a lot of training and help from the team at Medway we got through
it. She started off as an MDI (managing the Diabetes with multiple daily
injections). Within a year we had extensive carbohydrate training and she
is now on the Omnipod and the Dexcom - she has not looked back.
This whole year has been a rollercoaster from start to finish but she’s got
there. We celebrated her first anniversary with a special cake.
She asked for a cake of Rufus the JDRF teddy bear as this teddy bear has
a special place in our heart.

Onwards and upwards!
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Chloe’s Poem.
I can have doughnuts and Starbucks too,
I just have to carb and that I need to do.
I can go outside and play I just need my phone
with me every day.
I listen for the bleeps so I know if I’m going
high or low. With orange juice, skittles and
coke to, I know just what I have to do.
But when I go high it’s a correction I must do

My nurse is called Hollie and she’s the best.
She monitors my readings day in and day out.
She gives me the best advice in my everyday
needs. But don’t forget Auntie Annie with her
arts and crafts in hand with a smile on her
face. I always know I can guarantee on
Auntie Annie to put a smile back on my face.
With Diabetes it won’t stop me achieving my
ultimate goal. Onwards and upwards
here I go…………
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How to wear your Libre with
Style

Esther loves her Freestyle Libre so
much she was more than happy to
show it off with her bridesmaid
dress.
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Bowling evening with a few of our
Year 7’s

This event was sponsored by the Paula Carr Diabetes Trust.
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Happy Halloween……

Thanks you to Chloe’s Nan donation for hats and PYO Pumpkins, Hoo for the
Pumpkins
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Amazon
COaST Wish List

Our resident play specialist works directly with the diabetes
team. You may have met her as an inpatient on the ward, in
clinic or at a home visit and she is better known as ‘Auntie
Annie’. She has set up an amazon wish list for items needed to
keep the children busy and happy, either in clinic or on home
visits. The diabetes team is a part of the Children’s Outreach
and Specialist Team caring for children and young people with
life limiting and life threatening conditions. Any donations
received will be jointly used by Annie for our patients with
diabetes as well as those with a range of other conditions.
If you would like to help please log on to Amazon.co.uk and then
go to Wish list. Search for ‘COAST at Medway hospital’.
Gifts will be sent directly to the hospital.
Thank you
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The parent representatives for the South East Coast and London network held its third parents
th
meeting of 2017 at the Medway Maritime Hospital in October. This was our 13 parents meeting since
we started. This venue is always popular with families as well as us, it just all works and fits together.
We have three meetings per year to coincide with when the parent reps attend the network meetings
with the diabetes teams within our huge area. We are the parents’ voices or at least try to be which is
why we hold our meetings; we need to hear from the families. All families who live in the South East
and London are invited to join us, for more details on dates for 2018 please join our facebook group
specifically for our area. You will get to meet local families as well in our group. The next meeting in
th
Medway is on the 17 November 2018

USEFUL WEBSITES
http://www.diabetes.org.uk/
http://www.jdrf.org.uk/
http://www.diabetes.org.uk/Guide-to-diabetes/Kids/What-is-diabetes/ - This website is able to
help parents and children alike understand diabetes and give some helpful tips and hints.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/southeastandlondon - This website lets you connect to
other families and offers support. You can share your experiences and find useful
information and details of any events in your area.
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https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/TraceyMichell?ref=l2-shopheader-name - This online shop offers pump
and pen pouches.
Also available on the market are
http://www.pumpfashion.com/shop/ - This online shop supplies pump pouches, t shirts, Meter cases
and organisers, wristbands and other awareness products.
http://www.wowbands.co.uk - This online shop supplies medical ID bracelets, hypo kit bags, diabetes
car signs, and key rings.
http://www.funkypumpers.com/- This online shop supplies insulin pump accessories and also a wide
variety of diabetes related accessories.
http://pumppitz.co.uk/ - This online shop supplies insulin pump accessories
http://www.diawipe.com/ OR
https://www.accuchek.co.uk/gb/products/fingerprickers/handwipes.html
Finger wipes that can be used prior to testing blood sugars if hand washing facilities are unavailable.
Useful Websites
http://www.diabetes.org.uk/
http://www.jdrf.org.uk/
http://www.diabetes.org.uk/Guide-to-diabetes/Kids/What-is-diabetes/ - This website is able to help
parents and children alike understand diabetes and give some helpful tips and hints.
Buzzy pain relief- https://shop.diabetes.org.uk/store/essentials/buzzy®-for-pain-relief.aspx
Scientifically proven in randomised controlled
trials, Buzzy® Decreased Needle Pain by
80%.
Buzzy is a very cute vibrating bee with ice pack
wings that decreases sharp pain when placed
upstream. Buzzy uses natural pain relief by
confusing your body's own nerves and
distracting attention away from
the poke, thereby dulling or eliminating sharp
pain. In the same way that rubbing a bumped
elbow helps stop the hurt, or cool running
water soothes a burn, Buzzy® bypasses sharp
pain. Developed by a paediatrician, Buzzy® is
a reusable device for minor aches and pains,
stings, splinters or injections at home. Just
press on the skin to rapidly reduce sharp pains.
Magic peas (frozen peas in cling film) are a
cheaper alternative
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This is your newsletter; please let us know what you would like to be included. We
would love to see your ideas and your contributions will be greatly received.
For example:




Photos of any fundraising
Drawings by the children
Book reviews, interesting articles or any knowledge that you would like to
share.

If you have any ideas for outings/ group get togethers please feel free to get in
contact with us or fill in the tear off strip below and return to our office.
……………………………………………………………………………………………
Name:…………………………………………………………………………………………
My idea for a group
outing:……………………………………………………………………………………
Return to: Medway Maritime Hospital, COAST Office, Green Zone, Level 2, Windmill
Road, Gillingham, Kent. ME7 5NY

Nicky, Katy, Faye, Haley, Celia, Hollie, Ann & Auntie Annie

e
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Often when you think you’re
at the end of something,
you’re at the beginning of
something else.
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